We consider the problem of sorting a densely cIuttered pile of unknown objects using a robot. This yet unsolved problem is relevant in the robotic waste sorting business.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Robotic Waste Sorting
The problem of sorting a pile of objects using a robot is interesting in its own right, but in our case the problem is firmly rooted in an industrial application: waste sorting.
ZenRobotics' robots have been sorting waste on industrial waste processing sites since 2014. Our robots have picked up approximately 4,200 tons of metal, wood, stone and concrete from the conveyor. Performance of the robots in this environment is critical for paying back the investment. Currently the robots are able to identify, pick and throw objects of up to 20 kg in less than 1.8 seconds, 24/7. The current generation robot [1] was taught to grasp objects using human annotations and a reinforcement learning algorithm.
Because of the variability of waste, the ability to recognize, grasp and manipulate an extremely wide variety of objects is crucial. In order to provide this ability in a costeffective way, new training methods, wh ich do not rely on hardcoding or human annotation are required. For example, changing the shape of the gripper or adding degrees of freedom might require all picking logic to be rewritten or at least labor-intensive retraining unless the system is able l ZenRobotics Ltd, Vilhonkatu 5 A, FI-OOIOO Helsinki , Finland. firstname . lastname@zenrobotics . com 978-1-5090-3762-9/16/$31 .00 ©2016 IEEE 971 to learn to sort using the new gripper or degrees of freedom by itself. In order to make our robots suitable for an industrial site, they are built to be as simple and robust as possible: the robots are built from COTS (cOlnmon off-the-shelf) parts, having only four degrees of freedom for position and one for gripper opening. The robot used for the experiment in this article is a prototype of our current production version.
B. The Robotic Waste Sorting Problem
In this section, we discuss the robotic waste sorting problem in a more formal setting. Objects that belong to various object classes arrive and are manipulated by the robotic system into different chutes (end locations). For each object class, the chute into which it should be placed is defined. The waste sorting problem for the robot is then a multi-objective optirnization problem with three criteria. The combination of the criteria that is optimized depends on the business case of the customer, but usually the true objective is a monotonous nonlinear function of these three criteria.
The first criterion is the purity, i.e., the percentage of the total weight of objects deposited into a chute that belong to that chute. Purity essentially determines whether the pile of sorted objects is resalable (i.e., recyclable) or not.
The second criterion is the recovery rate, i.e., the percentage of the total weight of objects of a class that were deposited into the correct chute. This is of interest in cases in wh ich minimizing the amount of material that ends up in a landfill site is important.
The third criterion is the throughput, i.e., the sum of objects' weights handled by the system per unit time. The throughput affects how many systems are required in parallel to sort a certain amount of waste.
The waste sorting problem involves a manipulation task similar to the more studied problems of "cleaning a table by grasping" [2] and bin picking [3] , [4] , [5] , but also differs from them in several aspects:
1) It is not sufficient to be able to move the objects, they need to be recognized as weil in order to deposit each object into the correct chute. 2) Picking several objects at once is acceptable-even desirable, provided that they are of the same class.
3) The objects are generally novel and there is a large selection of different objects. Objects can be broken irregularly. The distribution of the objects has a long tail and completely unexpected objects occasionally appear.
4) The objects are placed on the conveyor belt by a random process and easily form random piles. 5) On the other hand, this problem is made slightly easier by the fact that it is not necessary to be gentle to the objects; fragile objects will likely have been broken by previous processes already. Scratching or colliding with objects does not cause problems as long as the robot itself can tolerate it (see Fig. 3 ).
C. Related work
State-of-the-art results for grasping novel objects and grasping objects in unstructured environments such as in dense c1utter generally use machine learning to evaluate and choose the best among possible grasps [6] , [7] , [8] .
Arecent trend is making the robot learn a grasping task completely autonomously, using active learning. In order to achieve this, the robotic system must generate the feedback data autonomously. Grasps are automatically annotated as success or failure based on sensors in the gripper [9] , [10] , [11] or visual feedback, e.g. , by comparing images of the table before and after dropping a supposedly grasped object [10] .
Once automatic feedback has been implemented, much larger amounts of training data can be obtained than before and the robotic system can be adapted to different circumstances simply by letting it learn the required behaviour in the new circumstances.
D. Contributions
Our main contribution is an autonomous robotic system that is able to sort a densely c1uttered pile of objects by c1ass, provided there is a way to recognize an object's c1ass in an unc1uttered environment.
The specific novel improvements to the current state-ofthe-art models that learn to grasp or move objects are • We make no attempt to explicitly segment or understand the objects / c1asses of objects in the working area. • In addition to the grasp success probability, the machine learning model is taught to predict the c1ass distribution of the grasped objects (enabling sorting). • Feedback about object c1asses is obtained automatically from a more structured environment after the robotic manipulator has grasped and thrown the object. This makes it possible to generate a large amount of labeled data about the c1uttered environment. • As the first, fixed-function stage of the system, we present an efficient algorithm for finding closed grasps for a two-fingered gripper from a heightmap.
PROPOSED SYSTEM FOR SORTING CLUTTERED PILES
The overall architecture we propose is shown in Fig. l . The change from existing systems [9] , [10] , [11] is that instead of using a single binary grasp success-failure feedback using, e.g., the gripper force sensors, we use the robot to move and drop the grasped objects to a different area in wh ich we can generate richer feedback by identifying them. Fig. 1 . The proposed setup for learning to SOft cluttered piles. Feedback for learning is gathered from the actual objects thrown to the second conveyor ("drop zone"). At that point, classifying the objects is much simpler and the system can see which objects actually got picked up by its action, without interference from other objects or the gripper. Fig. 2 . A diagram of the hardware used in the experiment. The conveyors form a closed loop to allow the test objects to be cycled through the system. During most of the operation, the conveyor shown on the right. which runs from the working area to the drop zone, is turned off to avoid unpicked objects from entering the drop zone. When the side conveyor has a large enough pile on it, the system is stopped and that conveyor is turned on to return the unpicked objects to the material cycle.
After dropping the object(s), the system takes a picture to generate the feedback of how much of each c1ass of object was visible at the drop area. After this, the drop area is c1eared for the next attempt (in our example system, the dropped objects are taken away by a conveyor).
This architecture fulfills the requirements in [9] for learning behaviours (i.e., l. choice of behaviours, 2. reliable feedback on whether a behaviour was successful, 3. complementary behaviour: returning the world to the original state after a behaviour, and 4. parameters for complementary behaviour from chosen behaviour). However, the drop area being c1eared is, instead of a complementary behaviour, a nullifying behaviour that brings the system back to its original state without any parameters.
III. EXPERIMENT
A. Test problem
To simplify the recognition part of the system, we used color as a proxy for a more complete recognition system. The task for the system was to sort the objects into three c1asses: red, yellow and blue-green. We spray-painted a number of real and simulated waste objects with bright colors. Both the Fig. 3 . The gripper used in the experiments is an earlier version of our commercial gripper. This pneumatic gripper has a wide opening, is posi tioncontrollable, and contains a large-angle large-displacement compliance system while still being rigid when forces and torques do not exceed a threshold.
task and the painting were chosen to make r ecognizing the objects at the drop zone as simple as possible.
The weights of the objects ranged from under 100 g for light-weight plastic objects to over 4 kg for large pieces of concrete. Many of the objects such as the heaviest objects were purposefully selected so as to be difficult for the gripper being used, in order to present achallenge for the system.
B. Hardware
The overall hardware configuration of the experiment is shown in Fig. 2. 1) Gantry-type robot: We used a 4-DOF gantry-type robot with Beckhoff servos for positioning. The degrees of freedom are three translations and a rotation around the vertical axis.
2) Gripper: The gripper used has a wide opening and a large-angle compliance system (Fig. 3) . The gripper has evolved in previous versions of our product step by step to be morphologically well-adapted to the task. The gripper is pneumatically position-controllable and has a sensor giving its current opening.
3) Conveyor merry-go-round: For cycIing the objects through the system, we used the waste merry-go-round depicted in Fig. 2 . This system makes it possible to run long training sessions with a large number of objects.
Due to the merry-go-round, the system does not actually place the sorted objects in different places by defaultbut it makes aprediction before throwing an object. In a separate test (see accompanying video), we made the system successfully throw the objects it predicted to be red to the other side of the conveyor to ensure it is able to really sort objects.
4) RGBD cameras: Both the working area camera and the drop zone camera were Microsoft Kinect One time-of-flight RGBD cameras.
C. Software 1) Main sorting loop and data generation: The overall algorithm of the sorting loop is described in Fig. 4 . This component is r esponsible for evaluating the situation in the working area and carrying out a pickup. 
while robot in visible region do 4: Wait for next CAMI frame 5: end while 6: f +---PROPOSEOGRASPS 7: m +--latest trained models 8: e +---EVALUATE(m, f) I> Evaluate all proposals 9:
I> Select best one 10:
if predicted grasp success probability < 0.1 and UniformVariateO < 0.95 then 11: return I> Avoid making too many failures 12: end if 13: Perform pickup P and obtain feedback 14: if gripper opening sensor detects failure then return f with predicted grasp success probabilities given by Pi, values given by Vi, and target colors given by target i for each fi 11 : end procedure Fig. 4 . The overall algorithm that generates the leaming data set. In order to avoid making silly-Iooking pickups when the working area is empty, a selected best grasp that would have a low success probability is skipped 19 times out of 20. All such grasps are not skipped to ensure the training process does not come to astandstill. See Fig. 6 for the R ESU LT procedure. 2) Heightmap projection: We project the RGBD camera image into a heightmap with 5 mm pixel resolution, with orthogonal projection by rendering it through the OpenGL 3D API into a buffer (see Fig. 7 ). In order to avoid colliding to occIuded objects, the projection code marks pixels that are occIuded by objects to their maximum possible heights and additionally generates a mask indicating such unknown pixels. This is accomplished by rendering a frustum for each pixel, the sides of the frustum being rendered with a special "unknown" color if the D coordinate difference between the pixel and its neighbour exceeds a certain limit.
3) Fixed-function first stage grasp finding: Possible grasps are modeled using a rectangle representation similar to those used in [11] , [12] . The left side of a grasp rectangle specifies the position and the extent of the inner side of the left gripper finger, and the right side specifies the position and the extent of the inner side of the right gripper finger. The width of the rectangle specifies the gripper opening.
The rectangle also has a z coordinate, specifying the height at which to grasp (not visible in figures).
The possible grasps are generated starting from an exhaustive search of so called closed grasps, grasps in which the fingers of the gripper touch the heightmap from both sides and the heightmap rises between the two points, see Fig. 11 . A random sampIe of cIosed grasps, weighted by a rudimentary metric of grasp quality (see Fig. 10 ), is generated for further evaluation.
The ApPLyOPENINGS procedure duplicates each cIosed grasp for all possible extra openings allowed by the heightmap. It uses a geometric model of the nonlinear opening movement of the gripper and reads the heightmap to determine how much the gripper can be opened from the original cIosed grasp position without colliding with the heightmap. The z-coordinate is increased if necessary, but only if the grasp remains a cIosed grasp (i.e., the inner sides of the gripper fingers touch the heightmap from both sides at the cIosed grasp position).
4) Choice of grasp:
As discussed in Section I-B, the system is solving a multi-objective optimization problem. As the single objective to optimize, we define a slightly ad hoc utility function as the product of the expected amount of correct color in the target area, multiplied by a nonlinear function of purity (see Fig. 5 ). This nonlinear function strongly prefers grasps with expected purity above 80% (at a real site, this threshold would probably be made significantly higher) and multiplying by the expected recovery avoids 974 making very narrow picks that are likely to fail but would yield high purity if they succeeded. 5) Modellearning: Parallel to the main sorting loop, the model learning loop is run constantly. In the very beginning, without any data, a "null model" is produced, which predicts 1.0 grasp success probability for all grasps and estimates the output to be a constant number of pixels of a special "unknown" color.
On each iteration, two models are trained from scratch: one classifier model to predict the probability of success of a pickup, and one regression model to predict cIass proportions that end up in the drop zone (for successful pickups only). All training data is used on every iteration. For both models, we used Extremely Randomized Trees [13] as implemented by Scikit-Iearn [14] . This algorithm was chosen because they rarely overfit and are fast to train and apply.
For each proposed grasp rectangle, a number of features are gathered for machine learning. A portion of the RGBD heightmap is rotated to the grasp rectangle. Different features are used for the two models. For grasp success probability model (see Fig. 8 ):
• 80 x 39 pixel (40 x 19.5 cm) slices of the heightmap, RGB image, and unknown mask aligned at the left finger, center, and right finger of the gripper (incIuding a margin of 4 cm around the grasp rectangle), downscaled by a factor of four in both directions, • the opening of the grasp and extra opening to be applied when grasping, and • the height of the grasp (wh ich is also subtracted from the heightmap slices so as to yield translation invariant features), and • the position and angle of the grasp rectangle on heightmap (to allow learning, e.g., boundary effects on the work area). For the color model, the image features are replaced by fewer and more downscaled ones:
• 80 x 39 pixel (40 x 19.5 cm) slices of the heightmap and RGB image aligned at the center of the gripper, downscaled by a factor of 8 in both directions. • the opening, height and position features as above. The training data incIudes the above features for each attempted pick, and the resuIt is given by the numbers of pixels ( Cl , ... , Ck) of each target color.
The success probability model is trained to predict the grasp result, which is 0, if Cl = ... = Ck = 0 and 1, otherwise. The color model is only trained on successful grasps. It is trained to estimate the expected amounts ( Cl , ... , Ck) of different colors in the target area. However, the system worked significantly better in practice, when, instead of absolute pixel counts, we trained the system on proportions of different colors within the foreground mask of the target area. This normalization was used in the experiment.
D. Procedure
The experiment was run in eight half hour parts. CAM1 was calibrated in the beginning and in the middle of the 1: procedure RESULT(CAM2 frames) 2: Calculate background level for each pixel as the 20th percentile of the pixel's depth values over time (this is a stable estimate unaffected by objects that are visible at each pixel in only few of the frames) 3: For each frame, form foreground mask as pixels that ar e at least 6 mm c10ser than the background level 4: Within a hand-specified region of interest, ca1culate, for each frame, the volume above background within the foreground mask 5: In order to reduce noise, apply minimum filter over time with window of 9 and choose the best frame by maximum filtered volume. 6: return counts (Cl, ... , Ck) of different target colors within the toregound mask (different target colors are defined simply by rectangular boxes in the HSV color space) 7: end procedure The CAMl, projected to be seen from above as a heightmap. c) Grasp location s. Left: a sampie of grasps generated by the fixed-function first stage. This sampie is of size 20; the one used by the algorithm is size 2,000. Right: the grasp to be executed by the system, chosen by the machine l earning algorithms. d) CAM2 RGB images after the robot has executed the grasp and throw. Left: Frames from the output camera, superimposed. Right: the selected frame (see Fig. 6 ). e) Processed output camera images. Left: fg-bg segmentation based on CAM2 depth, with background darkened Right: The fixed-function color decisions made by the system for the output image, superimposed on the original image. This is the feedback based on which the machine learning system learns to make pure pickups (in this case that aU of the picked object was red). 
experiment.
1,743 pickups were carried out, and the model was allowed to learn the whole time. Conveyor 1 (see Fig. 2 ) was controlled manually in small steps so as to let the robot clear the piles. Otherwise the system worked autonomously while it was running. Conveyor 2 was run constantly and Conveyor 3 was stopped so as to keep the drop zone c1ear for recording feedback. Conveyor 3 was c1eared from any missed objects during experiment breaks, and occasionally the system was stopped for removing any stuck objects between the belts.
IV. RESULTS
The system learned quickly to grasp the objects and sort them by color. Figure 12 shows the success probability of the grasps over blocks of 25 trials, as weil as the overall purity of the picks (total number of pixels of the target fraction divided by the total number pixels seen in the drop zone) over blocks of 25 trials. Figure 13 shows a visualization of the sorting result over the whole experiment. Representative example grasps are shown in Fig. 14. The cyc1e time (between two consecutive pickups ) was about 8 s in total , inc1uding approximately 2-3 s of computation for generating the best grasp from the CAMI image. 1: procedure CLOSEDGRASps(h, num_angles, fingeLthickness, fingeLwidth, min_opening, maJcopening) 2: res +new List 3: for 0: +-0, (l/num_angles}rr , ... , ((num_angles -l) /num_angles}rr do 4 : h' +maximum...filter(rotate(h, 0:), (lfingeLthickness l , ifingeLwidth l )) 5: for all rows y do 6: 9 +-CLOSEDGRASPSID(h' [·, y], min_opening + fingeLthickness , max-opening + fingeLthickness) 7: Interpret each (XO, XI , Z,V) in 9 as the 3D grasp rectangle 8:
[Xo + fingeLthickness/2, Xl -fingeLthickness/2] x [y -fingeLwidth/ 2, y + fingeLwidth/ 2] x {z }, 9: rotate it by -0: about the center of h', and append to res together with the value v 10: end for 11: end for 12: return res 13: end procedure Fig. 9 . Exhaustive c10sed grasp finding algorithm; an sizes are in pixels; the algorithm runs in time O(num_a ngles x height map size) . See Fig. 11 for the overall logic. This algorithm uses the one-dimensional grasp finding algorithm defined in Fig. 10 return res 23: end procedure Fig. 10 .
The stack-based ID closed grasp finding algorithm. Given a ID array h, the procedure returns all quadrupies (io, il , Z,V) such that d min ::; il -io ::; d m ax and h [i] 
where v is a rudimentary metric of the quality of the grasp used for weighting the initial random sampie in PROPO SEDGRASPS. The stack holds rising steps of the height curve and when the height steps down, grasps are formed by popping left sides from stack until the left side is below the right side.
V. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have demonstrated a system that learns to sort a densely duttered pile of objects by dass.
The system is general and should be able to learn just about any sorting task, provided it is run long enough. The only theoretical limitation we see for the proposed system is that it might be able to learn to fool the feedback processing. For example, the system could learn to throw multiple objects 976 so that only the object of the right dass is seen (e.g., it ends up on top of the others). In this case, the system would be making many impure throws. This behaviour was not observed in OUf experiment but might appear in a more complex task. The system can only be as good as the feedback it gets. Possible ways of alleviating this problem Visuali zation of the sorting result over the whole experiment: CAM2 foreground segment images from objects thrown are stacked for picks with unknown, red, blue-green, and yeUow target fraction; time goes up in each column. The time in each column is independent. Gray cirdes indicate fai led picks.
if it were to occur are, e.g., taking feedback pictures while the objects are ftying through the air or having the robot manipulate the thrown objects more to ensure there are only ones from the correct cIass.
The practical demonstration of the proposed system is still relatively Iimited. For example, the region around a grasp that the system sees as features is small due to performance reasons; this prevents it from learning to not pick the end of a plank that is under a pile of other objects (except indirectly by learning that such pickups sometimes cause more problems than ones at larger height from the belt). This limitation is not inherent in our architecture: replacing the learning component with a more powerful one (e.g., one using deep learning) and increasing the input region size will Iikely make handling this situation possible.
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Another possible practical limitation stems from the fact that the system has to re-Iearn the cIassification of objects on the working area. While being also a strength (objects might look different in the clutter of the working area), this may make learning slow if the cIasses are difficult. This can be alleviated in several ways, such as using the results of existing cIassifiers as input features on the working area, wh ich might work, especially if the regression model is biased to be symmetric with respect to change of classes.
Next steps of future work include sorting objects based on cIasses not determined by color as weil as systems that specifically aim at picking more than one object at a time.
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